
ON NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR
THE CONVERGENCE OF THE RENEWAL DENSITY

BY

WALTER L. SMITH(')

1. Introduction. If k(x) is any non-negative function in Li(— °°, + °°),

and if we write k*l(x) = k(x) and

/+0C

¿*(»-l)(x _ z)k(z)dz
-oo

for n = 2, 3, • • • , then the function

00

A[k(x)] =- £ **"(*)
n=l

is defined almost everywhere (although it is possibly infinite for some, or even

almost all, x).

Suppose f(x) is the probability density function of a random variable X,

the mean value of which ¿11 = 8X1, is strictly positive (it may have the value

+ <»). The function A[f(x)] is called the renewal density, and its asymptotic

behavior has been an object of study since the earliest days of renewal theory.

Interest was centered upon establishing (or denying) that as x—>+ °°,

Prior to the important paper of Feller [3] there appears to have been some

controversy concerning this asymptotic behavior. Feller provided sufficient

conditions under which the renewal density would converge to the desired

limit. These conditions have been modified and simplified by Täcklind [10]

and by Smith [6; 7]. The simplest sufficient conditions to date are those

given by Smith [7 ] ; these are : (i) f(x) —>0 as x—-> + °o ; (¡i) f(x) £ ¿i+í for some

5>0.
In the course of some work on the theory of dams we have recently dis-

covered that if

/>  00       g— (t+x)xt— 1

-^-   dt>
o       r(/)

= o,
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then pi=l and A[f(x)]—>1, so that the renewal density does converge to the

appropriate limit. However, f(x) is in no class Pi+j for ô > 0. Thus the suffi-

cient conditions of Smith [7] are not necessary. We refer to Smith [8] for a

discussion of this example.

This paper is mainly concerned with establishing that a certain set of

conditions on f(x) is both necessary and sufficient for the asymptotic con-

vergence of the renewal density. Before we state this main theorem, however,

we must introduce some notation.

Let U(x) = P{0^x} be the Heaviside unit function ; i.e., U(x) = 1 if x^O

and U(x)=0 if x<0. For any S>0 define Ct(x) =/(x) U(x — 5), and 2>j(x)

=f(x)U(x)—Ci(x); then define a(x) =/(x) — b¡(x) — c¡(x). Thus a(x) vanishes

for all positive x, b¡(x) vanishes outside the interval [0, S), and c¡(x) vanishes

whenever x<5; for all x, however, f(x) =a(x)+bi(x)+Ct(x). Denote Fourier

transforms thus

. /» +00 n oo

c¡(6) =  I      eiSzcs(x)dx =  I    ei,xf(x)dx.
J -OO J i

We can now state,

Theorem 1. If f(x) is the probability density function of a random variable

X with a mean value ¡j.\ = &X which is strictly positive (though, possibly infinite),

then in order that A \f(x) ]—tpr1 as x—* oo, where prl is to be interpreted as zero

if p1= -\- <x>, it is necessary and sufficient that

(i) f(x)—>0 as x—>+ =o, and, for some 5>0,

(ii) A[bs(x)]-*0 as x—><»,

(iii) c\(0) belongs to some class Lp, where p may depend upon ô. Further-

more, if these conditions hold for some 5>0, then they hold for every 5>0 for

which

f f(x)dx < 1.

This is the first time that necessary and sufficient conditions for the

convergence of the renewal density have been established. It will be seen

that they are substantially less restrictive than the sufficient conditions of

Smith [7]; for example, no restraint is placed on the behavior of f(x) for

negative x.

Condition (ii) of Theorem 1 appears to "beg the question" and does not

not seem easy to verify in any particular case ; however, the following theorem

enables one to recognize quickly a wide class of functions which satisfy this

condition.

Theorem 2. Suppose that, for some 5>0,
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{    bs(x)dx < 1
J o I

and ¿>0(x) = wi(x)+w2(x), where Wi(x) and w2(x) are non-negative functions

which vanish identically outside the interval (0, ô) and are such that

(i) w\(9)GLP for some p>0;

(ii) w2(x) = 0(x~M) for some M>0; then we may conclude that

A[i>a(x)] —► 0,    as    x—»».

From this theorem we shall deduce a simple corollary which states that

A[&j(x)]—*0 as x—»o° if f(x) is monotone decreasing in the interval (0, 8).

The motivation behind the conditions of Theorem 1 can be appreciated

intuitively. Only singularities of f(x) in the open interval (0, oo) should affect

the behavior of A[/(x)] for very large x. Singularities, if any, of f(x) at the

origin should remain at the origin for/*"(x), w>l, and not be displaced to

larger values of x. Thus, for large values of x, A [f(x) ] should not be affected

by singularities of f(x) at the origin. Needless to say, the "counter-example"

from the theory of dams, which we quoted above, satisfies the new set of

conditions.

The question arises as to whether there exist probability density functions

which fail to satisfy any of the conditions of Theorem 1. We shall show that

indeed there are. In addition we shall show that if condition (iii) of Theorem 1

is not satisfied then there exists no large number y such that A[/(x)] is

bounded for x>y. Concerning condition (ii) of Theorem 1 we shall prove

Theorem 3. If there is some interval (a, ß), 0^a<ß, within which A [/(x) ]

is bounded, then, for all sufficiently small S>0, A[&{(x)]—>0 as x—>oo.

Thus, when condition (ii) of Theorem 1 fails to hold for any S>0, the

renewal density is unbounded in every interval, however small, to the right

of the origin. On the other hand, a Corollary will show that if A[ôj(x)] tends

to zero as x—> oo then it does so exponentially rapidly.

Let 3" be the class of density functions f(x) which satisfy the conditions

of Theorem 1. It is of some interest to discover closure properties of SF. In this

connection we shall prove

Theorem 4. Let fi(x), f2(x) belong to ï; let p, q be non-negative constants,

p+q = i; let <b(x) be a bounded non-negative function such that

/+oo n +co

<t>(x)fi(x)dx > 0; I      x<l>(x)fl(x)dx > 0.

Then the following probability density functions also belong to $ :
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(0

(ii)

(iii)

Finally we shall discuss one or two minor matters, such as the behavior

of A[/(x)] as x—>— oo, and the implications of a recent paper by Feller and

Orey [4].

2. Preliminaries. In all that follows/(x) will always stand for the proba-

bility density function of a random variable X with strictly positive (possibly

infinite) mean value. This assumption will be implicit even when not ex-

plicitly invoked. Note that there is no restriction to strictly non-negative

random variables. We shall always denote ZX by jui, with the understanding,

sometimes tacit, that juf1 is to be interpreted as zero if jui= oo. Our argu-

ments will involve several manipulations of multiple, especially double,

series. We shall indulge in these manipulations without comment. The justifica-

tion will always be the non-negativity of the terms involved. Nearly every

statement, relation, or equation, in this paper is really only true (or proven)

for almost all x; to avoid tiresome repetition, however, we shall always omit

mention of this "almost everywhere" qualification.

We shall be primarily concerned with non-negative functions in

L\(— oo, + oo) and it is convenient to give this class the name (P. We shall

always write h(x) for the renewal density function A[/(x)]; m, n, r, s and N

will denote integers (frequently they are dummy variables in summation);

subject to the preceding exceptions, however, we use lower case italic

letters for non-negative functions of the variable x, and usually these func-

tions are in (P.

If a and b are non-negative functions then the convolution

/+00

a(x — z)b(z)dz
-oo

will always be defined (though possibly infinite). As such convolutions will

occur very often in what follows we shall denote them simply as a*b or

a*b(x), whichever is the more convenient in a given context. Notice that

a*b = b*a, and that, whenever the Fourier transforms exist, (a*&)t = at&t.

If k is any non-negative function we shall write k*2 for k*k and, more

generally, k*n for fe*fe*(n-1). Thus, as explained in the introduction, if we

define k*l = k then we shall write

¿[íh¿ **».
n=l

<b(x)f1(x) / { J       <t>(x)fi(x)dx\

Pfi(x) + qfi(x),

/+oo
/i(x - z)f2(z)dz.
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It is clear that the function A[k] is defined almost everywhere, since all the

convolutions k*n are non-negative.

We shall also write \\k\\ for the integral

/

+00

k(x)dx.

3. The basic lemmas. In this section we prove the basic lemmas on which

our main argument depends.

Lemma 1. (i) // a and b are both in <P then a*b is in (P and ||a*¿>|| =||a|

(ii) If a is in (P and \\a\\ <1 then A[a] is in <P and ||A[a]|| = ||a||/(l —

b

Proof, (i) The fact that a*b is non-negative is trivial; and the fact that

a*b is in Li is a familiar property of the convolution of two Pi-functions.

That \\a*b\\ =\\a\\ \\b\\ can be shown by direct integration.

(ii) Since a is non-negative it is trivial that a*n is likewise, for

n = 2, 3, • • ■ , and hence that A[a] is non-negative; moreover, this non-

negativity justifies term-by-term integration, thus

oo

II^WU = EIIHI-
n-l

But (i) demonstrates that ||ß*"|| =||a||nand so Lemma 1 (ii) follows upon sum-

ming a geometric series.

We now define a subclass 31 of (P which will play an important role in our

arguments. The function a(x)£9l if and only if a(x)£(P and a(x)—»0 as

x—>c°. Concerning this class 31 we have the following lemma which shows

that 31 is closed under additions, convolutions, and multiplication by non-

negative constants.

Lemma 2. (i) If &£3l and X is any non-negative number then X££3l.

(ii) If ki and k2 are both members of 31 then both ki+k2 and ki*k2 are mem-

bers of 31.

Proef. The only nontrivial part of this lemma is the fact that &i*&2£3l

if both &i£9l and &2G3Ï. To prove this point we observe first that h*k2Ç:(P

by Lemma 1 (i). Furthermore, given any e>0, we can find a large x0(e)

such that both ki(x) <e and k2(x)<e for all x>x0. If, therefore, we choose

x>2xo it follows that

/z/2 /• +00

+ I      ¿i(x — z)k2(z)dz
-oo J 1/2

<i||*1|| +e||*i||.

Plainly, this implies that ki*k2(x)—>0 as x—>°o and the lemma is proved.
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The mutilations a(x), bi(x), c¡(x) of f(x) have been defined in our introduc-

tion. We next prove a lemma involving ¿>{(x).

Lemma 3. // A[ôj](E3l and X is any real non-negative number then there is a

5*>0 such that A[Xbs*]E$l.

Proof. Since A[ô8]£:3l there must be an x0(e) such that A[6j(x)]<e for

all x>xo. In particular, this implies that b*"(x) <e for all x>Xo and all n. But

bV\x) - f "   + ('¿"(x - z)bT(z)dz

= 2 I    bt (x — z)bs (z)dz,

and so, for all x>2x0(€),

*2n,    . .   M    *nn II       un

bs   (x) g 2c||fr| || = 2e||Ai|| .

We choose 5*^8 such that 4X2||¿>í»|| <1. Then, necessarily, A[&5»]^A[&j]

and hence A [bf] G 31 also. Thus the preceding argument on b¡ applies equally

well to ¿>{*. Therefore, for all x>2xo(e),

X   bh*(x) < 2e( — J

and so
00

Z2n   *2n ,
X  br(x) < i.

n-l

Similarly, one can show that

A      Sn-l ,*<2n-l)      >
¿j X        £>{• (x)   < Í
n-l

for all sufficiently large x, and a combination of the last two inequalities

proves the lemma.

With the aid of Lemma 3 we are able to prove the following lemma which

we shall use directly in the proof of our main theorem.

Lemma 4. If A[&j](E3l then there is a 5*>0 such that A[a+&.*]E9l.

Proof. Note that ||o||<l so that we may choose a X such that 0<X<1

— ||o||. Then, by Lemma 3, we can find a 5*, 0<5*^5, such that

a[x~V] = i x'Y;
n=l

belongs to 31; A[¿>{«], of course, also belongs to 31.

For each m ̂  0 let us define the non-negative function
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Evidently,

" /« + m\
«»(*) = Z, ( I (« + *i0 * a*m-

kll = ¿(w + M)(lkll + IMI)lklh
m-0 \     m     /

Ml+L
(1-

and so w„(x) belongs to (P. Furthermore, since a(x) vanishes identically for

x ^0, it is apparent from the definition of w„(x) that w„(x) vanishes identically

forx^S*.

Next define
00

«(*) = £ x"«„(x),
n-l

where X is the number chosen above. Plainly u(x) is non-negative and vanishes

identically for x^S*. Moreover,

Ml - 2> (Ml + II***
._!       (1 -   a )*«

and so, by our choice of X, m££i, and hence m£91. We have therefore shown

that both A[X_16a*] and u belong to 91 and may appeal to Lemma 2 (ii) to

infer that w*A[X-1ij»] also belongs to 91. But

0g¿ (X"«„) * (X'nbV) Ú m*A[X~V],
n-l

since the summation of this inequality involves only the "diagonal" terms

that arise in the calculation of u*A\X~1bs*]. Thus J*~ uH*bf* and, hence,

m0+ 2" un*b** belong to 91. However,

00 00 00 00 /**      I      *«\

«o + £ «n * bs •   = E (a + *»*) * a ** + £ £ ( I (« + bs>) * a m * 6j"
n=-l m—0 n—1 m—0  \      fff      /

= 1*, /-, ( I (a + &j«) * a    *b¡'
m-0 n-0 \      tn      /

= E  Z ) (a + 6j«) * a*" * b¡"

= ¿ (a 4- M*«")
*=o

= A[a + M-
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This proves the lemma. We note, however, that the final algebraic steps could

be considerably simplified if a and b¡* were manipulated as though they were

real numbers, instead of functions forming convolutions. It is necessary,

nevertheless, to demonstrate that the desired result can be achieved by

legitimate operations on functions, and not by purely "symbolic" operations.

Lemma 5. 02/ {1 —ß(6)} is bounded in a neighborhood of 0.

Proof. It is easy to see that

1 /»(»):

*/.

+00 (1 - cos Ox)

e2
f(x)dx,

and, since the integrand on the right of this inequality is non-negative, we

have that for any large positive y,

f(e)
»/.

+T 1 — cos 6x
-f(x)dx.

But, given any small e>0 we can find a 5(e)  such that  (1—cos y)

>è(l— e)y2 for all \y\ <b~. Hence, if we choose |ô| <à/y,

1 ß(e)

e2
ï7a /

+y
x2f(x)dx.

By choosing y large enough we can always make

Í x2f(x)dx > 0,

and so the lemma is proved.

As a matter of fact, we only strictly need in the sequel the weaker result

that 62/ {1 —ß(6)} is integrable in a neighborhood of the origin; this weaker

result can be inferred from the general Lemma 8 of Smith [9], A desire for

completeness, and the simplicity of the above proof, suggest we give it here.

Lemma 6.

sin (6/2)

0/2

■P(fi)
is a bounded function of 9.

Proof. By a well-known property of the characteristic function of an

absolutely continuous distribution, given any e>0 there is an rj(t)>0 such

that |/t(0)| ^1 —7j for all |ö| =te. Hence, for all |0|^e,
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sin (6/2)

87

1 -
6/2

l-/t(0)

But, for | d\ <e, it is easily shown that

sin (6/2)
1-—- - 0(62).

e/2

Thus the lemma follows from an appeal to Lemma 5.

Lemma 7. // the function k(x) belongs to (P and its transform ifet(0) belongs

to Li then

11*11
k * h(x) —>-;

ßl

as x—> oo (;ufl is defined to mean zero when pi= + °°).

Proof. We may suppose ||&||>0 since otherwise the lemma is trivial.

Since k1(d)ELi we have (Theorem 8 of Bochner and Chandrasekharan [2])

that

1   r+°°
k(x) = — I      e-mkK6)d6.

Thus \k(x)\  is bounded, by (27r)_1||^t||, and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma

shows that k(x)—>0 as | x| —> oo.

Let us next write

N

uN(x)  =  ¿ k */*».
n-1

Then, because all terms involved are non-negative, we can introduce the

limit

Woo(x) =  lim Un(x) = k*h(x).
AT-, oo

Furthermore,

¿(e) = E **(/»)"
n-l

and so it is plain that u\ belongs to L\ and that we may write

1   /•+« a - (p(0))N+1)
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Next define

vN(x) /•x+i

x-ll

1+1/2

Uff(z)dz
2

and note that, by the monotone convergence theorem, we can write

/■ 1+1/2 uK(z)dz.

1-1/2

Routine calculation shows that

t sin (9/2)    t

so that, since (sin(0/2))/(0/'2) is a bounded function of 0, v}{(0) is also in Li,

like Un(9). Thus

sin (9/2)

1   C +°°

2tt.2irJ _„

9/2

1-/»W
i - (P(o))N+l}de.

If we now appeal to Lemma 6 and use the fact that |/t(9) | ^ 1 it is clearly

seen that the integrand on the right is dominated by some multiple of the

integrable function | jfet(0) |. Moreover, |/t(0) | < 1 for all 0 ̂ 0 so that {/t(0)} N

—>0 as ÍV-+00 for all 05^0. Thus we can appeal to Lebesgue's theorem on

dominated convergence to deduce that

• i _ sin (0/2) }

«.(*) - *.(*) = - I     «-*** W(«)
2ir J _«,

9/2

l-/t(9)
■de.

However, the integrand on the right of this last equation is also dominated

by some multiple of | ¿t(0) | and so belongs to L\. Thus we can effect a further

appeal to the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma to infer that

«oo(x) - vx(x) -* 0

as |x|—»oo. Moreover, since u„ = k*h, it follows that, as |x|—><»,

i 1+1/2

***(. /> i+i/:

1-1/2

k * h(z)dz -► 0.

The lemma will therefore be proved if we can show that, as x—> «,

• ï+l/2

/.
k*Kz)dz-*itrl\\k\\.

1-1/2
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To this end, let us put

/. 1+1/2 h(z)dz.
1-1/2

Then g(x) can be interpreted as the expected number of renewals to occur

in the interval (x—1/2, x + 1/2), and we can deduce from renewal theory that

g(x) is bounded and that, by Blackwell's theorem, g(x)—»/¿f1 as x—»oo

(Blackwell [l]). We can then appeal to a very easily proved lemma of Smith

[6, Lemma l] to infer that k*g(x)—»/if1!!*!! as x—► ». But routine computa-

tion will show that

/.x+1/2
k * h(z)dz,

1-1/2

and this completes the proof.

Lemma 8. // u and v are both members of (P and if we write

k = v + v * A[u],

I = k + A[u],

then, for any integer N,

A[u + v] = l + l*k + l* k*2 + • • • + I * h**-» + k*N * a[m + v].

Proof. Like part of the proof of Lemma 4 this lemma is easily seen if we

treat u, v, I, k as reals; but it is again, of course, desirable to establish the

result by justifiable operations.

We note first that

00 oo 00

1+ k* A[u + tí] = v + 2 w*n + £ v * «*" + £ v * (u + v)*n
n=l n=l n=l

oo      oo

+ J2 23 » * «*m * (« + »)*"
m=«l n—1

00 00 00

= X «*° + E E « * «*m * (« + »)*b

oo oo       oo       n     / „ \

= Z«*" + EZZ    ) m* (m+r) * f* ("+1_r) •
n=l m-0 n-0 r=0 \ f /

For any integers a, ß, a^O, jS^l, the term u*a*v*ß can arise in the triple

summation on the right in (1+a) ways, corresponding to r = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ , a.

The total coefficient of u*"*v*ß turns out to be
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and a simple inductive argument proves this to equal

(T>
*fl

ß

Thus

l+k*A[u+v] = 2>*"+ ££( )«*«*ir
n—1 o-O 0-1V     a     /

n=l a+j3=n \ Ot /

00

= £ (« + »)*"

n=l

= A[«4- »].

We have thus proved that the lemma holds for N=l, and the general

result follows by repeated applications of the special result. For example,

A[« +v] = I + k *(l+ k* A[« + v])

= l+k*l + k*t*A[u + v];

and so on.

Lemma 9. // â(x)—tytr1 as x—>=o and if k(x) is any function in (P then

lim inf*,., k*h(x) ̂ jitrl||fe[|.

Proof. The lemma follows immediately from Fatou's Lemma, since

/+00

h(x — z)k(z)dz,
-00

h(x— z)k(z) g0, and h(x — z)k(z)—tp^Hz) for all z as x—»00.

4. Proof of Theorem 1. We deal with the necessity part first.

The proof that condition (i) must necessarily hold has been attributed to

Feller [3], but we have recently noticed that Feller's proof needs to assume

the boundedness of h(x) ; most of our difficulties in the present investigation

arise precisely because we may not assume h(x) to be bounded. However, the

necessity of (i) is easy to prove by an appeal to Lemma 9. We observe that

h(x) satisfies the familiar integral equation

*(*) =/(x) +/**(*)

and so, if h(x)—»/if1 as #—> », it follows that

lim sup/(x) = /ir1 — lim inf /* h(x).
X—* » X—* 00

An appeal to Lemma 9 then shows that we must have/(x)—K).
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Next, to prove the necessity of (ii), choose any S>0 such that ||ô»|| <1.

We appeal to Lemma 8, making in it the substitutions N= 1, u = b¡, v = a+ct.

This yields

(4.1) A[f] = v + v*A[u] + A[u] + k * A[f],

where

k = v + v * A[u],

= (a + cs) + (a + a) * A[b,].

The functions u(x) and v(x), as presently defined, are clearly in the class (P.

Thus, by an appeal to Lemma 1 it follows that k(x) is also in (P and that

11*11 = {NI +IWIl{i + rTjï}=1'
v.        1 — ||0j||/

since ||a||+||&i||+||cj|| =||/|| = 1.

We are at the moment assuming that h(x)—>prl as x—► oo, and so it follows

from the properties just deduced for k(x) and from Lemma 9 that

liminf k* A\J] = mi-1.

Therefore, from (4.1) we infer that

lim sup v(x) + v * A[w(x)] + A[«(x)] ^ 0.
X-*x>

The non-negativity of all the terms involved in the last formula allows

the deduction that A[w]=A[&5]—»0 as x—»oo, and thereby proves the neces-

sity of (ii).

To conclude the necessity part of the proof we deal with (iii). We begin

by observing that if h(x)—»/if1 as x—*<x> then there must be some y such that

h(x) <1 for all x^y. However, it is trivial that h(x) ^c*"(x) for all S>0 and

all n. In particular, this last inequality will hold if we take n — m, say, where

m is the next integer greater than y/b. Thus c*m(x) is bounded for all x^y.

But it is not difficult to see that, because of our choice of m, c*m(x) vanishes

identically for x<y. Thus c*m(x) is bounded everywhere and, being already

known to be a member of L\, it must also be a member of Li. By the reci-

procity of Li Fourier transforms it then follows that (c\(6))m, the Fourier

transform of c*m(x), is in L2; this shows that 4(0) is a member of Lp with

p = 2m. The necessity of (iii) is thus established.

Let us now assume that, for some 5>0, the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii)

hold, and prove them sufficient to make h(x)—>prl as x—> oo.

Suppose first that ||&j|| = l. Then bs=f and we see from (ii) that h(x)

= A[b¡(x)]—»0 as x—>oo. It follows easily from this result that if &(x) is any

bounded function in (P then k*h(x)-+0 as x—>oo. Comparison with Lemma 7
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then shows that we must have p\= oo ; but this is impossible, since/ vanishes

outside the interval (0, o). Thus it must be that ||&s|| <1.

Next we shall show that, with no loss of generality, it may be supposed

that (a+¿»s)£9l and that ||c0||>0. For, since it is given that A[¿>í(x)]—»0 as

x—>oo, and since we must have ||&j|| <1, it is an easy matter to show that

A[i»s]£3l. Then, by Lemma 4, we can choose 5*>0 such that A [<! + &„•]£31,

and this 5* can be chosen small enough to make ||cj«|| >0. Now the necessity

arguments we applied above to A[f] work equally well upon A[£>0], since we

are assuming A[&6(^)] tends to a limit as x—><», and they allow us to infer

that (¿>j — bt*Y belongs to some class Lq. But we are given in condition (iii)

that 4 belongs to Lp. In view of the fact that both (bt — bf)^ and c\ are

necessarily bounded functions of 0 it is evident that they both belong to Lr,

where r=Max(p, q). Thus, by a familiar application of Minkowski's in-

equality, c\* = c\+(bt — bs*)l is also in LT (we may assume r>l). Thus the

conditions (ii) and (iii) hold with 5 replaced by 5*, and, in addition, we have

that (fl+ôs»)£9l and that ||c»»[| >0. This completes our justification of the

claim made at the start of this paragraph.

We shall make use in our argument of the functional identity proved in

Lemma 8. In this lemma we take N as any integer greater than p and let

u = a+bs and v = c¡. Then, in the notation of Lemma 8,

(4.2) k = a + ct * A[a + b,]

and it is easy to deduce from Lemma 1 that k is in (P. Moreover as M—»*>,

the function
M

Ci + £ c, * (a + bt)*n
n-l

increases to the L\ limit-function k; thus it is a simple matter to justify the

following term-by-term calculation of ifet;

t       t       °°    t   t       t
k = ct + Y. Ci(a  + bt)n

71=1

t

Ct

~ 1 - (at + b¡) "

Therefore, if we use the fact that |<z++6|| g||o||+||6t|| = 1 —||c»|| <1, we

can deduce that

l*,|*i-<M+W>1"1

si «I/Ml.
But \c¿\ ==||cj|| so that it is obvious now that 1^1 belongs to Lp and is

bounded by unity. Thus | k*\ N belongs to L\, and we can appeal to Lemma 7
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to infer that, as x—> oo,

(4.3) **w*A(*)-»Mrl||*||J,r.

However, it can be shown by using Lemma 1, that

i  „      „   n ( \\a + bt\\    )

l'IMI4h + tV ;',,,}-■,
so that (4.3) can actually be written more simply as

(4.4) K*" *k(x)-+ mi"1.

Let us return to (4.2). We have shown that A[o+6í] may be assumed in

31 and condition (i) shows that c„ is in 31. Thus an appeal to Lemma 2

proves &G3L Employing further notation from Lemma 8 we have l = k

-\-A[a-\-bs] is also a number of 31. Thus, by Lemma 2, l+l*k-\-l*k*2 + • • •

-\-l*k*{N~l) belongs to 31. But Lemma 8 shows that

h(x) = l(x) + I * k(x) + ■ ■ ■ + I * k*<N-»(x) + k*N * h(x),

so the theorem is proved by an appeal to (4.4).

5. Proof of Theorem 2. Since |«>I(0)| ^||wi(x)||<l we can suppose p=2.

Choose ô*>0 so that

;.
Wi(x)dx ^-

0 2<Ar+2>

and then define

wi(x) = Wi(x)        if x ^ 5*,

= 0 otherwise;

Wi(x) = b((x) — Wi(x)

= wi(x) + (wi(x) — wi(x)).

It is apparent from the hypothesis that Wi(x)—Wi(x) is a bounded inte-

grable function, and therefore it belongs to L2. Thus its transform, w\(6)

— w\(6), also belongs to L2and, since | w\(d)— w\(d)\ ^||w2 — u>2|| <1, it follows

that w\(6) —w\(6) belongs to Lp (recall that p>2). By Minkowski's inequality

the sum of two Lp-functions is another Lp function (for p>l). Thus Wi(x)

= W\(x)-\-(wi(x) — wi(x)) is a non-negative function whose Fourier transform

is in Lp. In other words, with no loss of generality, we may suppose it possible

to write bt(x) =Wi(x) -\-Wi(x) where in addition to the properties required of

Wi(x) and w2(x) in the enunciation of Theorem 2 we also have ||w2|| _2~(Jlf+2).

We shall next prove the intermediate result that, for some constant y,

(5.1) Ä)=T^7
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for all n and all x > 0.

We may, by hypothesis, choose a 7 so that w2(x) <yx~M for all x>0. Let

us make the inductive hypothesis that (5.1) is true for n= 1, 2, • • ■ , m. Then

^2 (*)   =    I +1       W2   (X — Z)W2(z)aZ

J 0 «^ x/2

7 /• */2 y      Cxl2

<- I      w2(z)dz -\-I      w2  (zWz
-  2™-i(x/2)MJo (x/2)MJo

< -\\w2\\ -\-\\w2
~ 2m~\x/2)M "     "       (x/2)M "       "

Evidently, by Lemma 1, ||w*m|| =||w2||m; and we have shown it possible

to suppose with no loss of generality that ||w2|| <2_(M+2). Thus

*(m+D y_y
w2        (x) <-

2m+lxM 2^mM+2m~N~>XM

and, since mM+2m — M^m + l for all m^l, it follows that

*(m+l) "V

M>2 (X)   <
2mxM

so that the inductive hypothesis is continued. Since this hypothesis is true

for m= 1, the validity of (5.1) is thereby established for all m.

Hence,

°°       y 2t
a[w2(x)] ̂  52-= —'

L J      t-i 2"~1xM      xM

and so A [w2(x) ]—>0 as x—> 00.

Let us next choose an integer N>p and appeal to Lemma 8 again, this

time with the substitutions u = w2 and v — W\. Then k = W\-\-W\*A\w2\ and so,

in view of the result just proved, &£9L Thence it follows that /=&-f-A[w2]

also belongs to 91. Thus, by Lemma 2,

(5.2) l(x) + I * k(x) +...+/* **<*-»(*) -» 0,

as x—* 00. Furthermore, k*N*A [wi+w2] is an L\ function whose Fourier trans-

form can be shown to be dominated by

1      '    I        1 — ||w9||J     I        1 - ||6„||J

This Fourier transform must therefore belong to L\, because of our assump-

tion about w\. We saw at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 7 that a func-

tion whose Fourier transform is in L\ must be bounded and must tend to
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zero as x—» <x>. Thus kN*A [w\(x) +Wi(x) ]—K) as x—» oo ; this fact, coupled with

(5.2) and Lemma 8, is enough to show that

A[¿>«(x)] = A[wi(x) -f wi(x)] —» 0   as    x—> oo.

The lemma is therefore proven.

Corollary 2.1. If, for some S>0 for which ||¿>;|| <1, the function f(x) is

monotone decreasing in (0, ô) then A[&j]£3l.

Proof. If /(x) is monotone decreasing in (0, 5) then we observe that

8/2 n-1 /• 8A   / 5\ S       A fin /«s

„=1      \2»/2» n=1^8/2" ^0

X <   oo,

/2" J 0

since/(x)GZi. Thus, for some 7>0 and all »^1, /(S/2") <2ny/h. Therefore

if x is any number in (0, 5), and we choose the integer m so that S/2m+1

<x^5/2m, then/(x) ^f(S/2m+1) ¿2m+1y/5<2y/x. Hencef(x) -=0(x~1) in (0, 5)

and the corollary follows from Theorem 2.

Notice that if f(x) is monotone increasing in (0, 5) then f(x) must be

bounded in (0, S*) for any 5*<ô, and it then follows at once from Theorem

2 that A [bS'(x) ]-K) as x-> oo.

6. Some examples. It is of interest to consider briefly some cases in which

certain of the conditions of Theorem 1 fail to hold.

Suppose that/(x) does not tend to zero as x—>oo. Then, for some fixed

e>0 and all large y, the set of x-points {x|x>7,/(x)>e} has always strictly

positive measure. Since f(x) belongs to Li we must conclude that the graph

of the "tail" of f(x) which trails towards + oo must contain an infinite sequence

of "spikes" which grow thinner and thinner as we go towards + oo, but which

are always of a height greater than e. The density function h(x) will also

exhibit these occasional thin "spikes" as x—* oo.

If f(x) does not satisfy (iii) (we skip (ii) for the moment) then we see,

from the proof of the necessity of (iii), that there is no large y such that

h(x)<y for all x>y. For, if there were such a y then a very slight variant

of that necessity argument would show that (iii) is satisfied. Thus, when

(iii) is unsatisfied the renewal density is unbounded for all large positive x.

An example due to Gnedenko and Kolmogorov [5, p. 223] and used by

them in another connection provides us with an example of a density which

fails to satisfy (iii). They show that if we define a frequency function

1 ii1
g(x) = —:—j-j—j-       for I x |   < — ;

2 I x |  log2 I x | e

= 0       otherwise,

then there is, for every wè 1, a constant c„>0 such that
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g*n(x)   >   -.-i-¡-T-

I xlog(n+1) I x\

for all x in a neighborhood of the origin. Thus g^(6) can be in no class Lp, for

otherwise g*n(x) would be bounded for all n>p, which is not the case. Thus

we can take f(x) = g(x— 1), say, for our example of a density which does not

satisfy (iii).

Let us now assume, temporarily, that Theorem 3 has been proved, and

turn our attention to constructing a probability density function which does

not satisfy condition (ii) of Theorem 1. For any integer n we can choose r\

such that

1                             1
1-< ri < 1-

2w2 - 1 2m2

Then the function

f(x) = x-1        for 0 < x < 1,

= 0 otherwise,

is in (P and has a Fourier transform gt(0). Furthermore it follows from

Titchmarsh [11, p. 172] that there is a constant y such that |gt(0)|

~7|0|,_1 as |0|—>». Thus it appears that gt(0) is in L2n*, but in no class

L, when r is an integer^2ra2—1.

For re= 1, 2, • • • , let fn(x) be a function of (P whose integral is 2~n,

which vanishes outside the interval J„ = (w_1 — n~2, n~l-\-n~2), and whose

Fourier transform is in L2n* but in no class Lr when r is an integer ^2w2—1.

Such a function /„(x) can obviously be constructed by a suitable shift and

scale changes on the example g(x) just discussed.

Define

/(*) = ê/.(*).
n«i

Then/(x) is evidently a probability density function, and it is not difficult to

see that/(x) satisfies conditions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 1 (the latter condition

for every 5>0). However, suppose we consider any small interval (a, ß),

0^a<ß. We can choose large integers r and n such that

r r       Í
- < 1,        — < — iß - «),
n2 n2      4

1 r 1
a + — (|8 -«)< — < ß - — (ß - a).

4 « 4

Then the function f*T(x) vanishes outside the interval
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(r r r r\
-;'- + -)
n       nl     n       «V

which lies entirely within (a, ß). If f*r(x) were bounded then its transform

would be in L2 and so fl would be in Z,2r. But r<n2 and so we may conclude

that/*r(x) is not bounded in (a, ß). But it is clear that h(x) =A\f(x) ] ^/*r(x).

Thus the renewal density h(x) is not bounded in any interval. Since f(x)

satisfies conditions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 1 it appears that condition (ii)

must fail to be satisfied.

7. Proof of Theorem 3. For any n> 1

(7.1) bs"(x) =  I    ■ • •   I bs(zi)bs(zi — zi) ■ ■ ■ bs(x — zn-i)dzxdz2 ■ ■ ■ dzn-\.

If we suppose x=a + 5 then, in order that the integrand in (7.1) be nonzero,

there must be an integer m such that (if we define zo = 0), zm-\<a and

a^zm<a + b. Therefore, for x^a + ô,

b¡"(x) = £ I   • • ■      I  ¿>í(zi) • • • bs(x — zn-i)dz! ■ ■ ■ dzn-i
m=l * a%zm<a+h J

a„-l<a

(7.2) á £ I   ' ' -     I  *í(2i) • • • bs(x — zn-i)dzi ■ ■ • dz„-i
m=\J aí,zm<a+¡J

n—\    /» a+6n—\    (i a

ro-1*7 a

bs  (z)b¡        (x — z)dz.

For this proof let us write A[è5(x)] more simply as h¡(x). Then we can

conclude from (7.2) that for x^a + 5

00

hs(x) = 2 06 (x)
n=2

(7.3) á £ £   \a+\T(z)bVn~m\x - z)dz
n—1 m-1   J a

i a+i

hs(z)hs(x — z)dz.

Now suppose we are given that h(x) <y in (a, ß). Let us choose 5<(ß — a).

Then (7.3) proves that

(7.4) hs(x)^yf      h¡(x-z)dz
J a

for all x=a + S. But it is well known in renewal theory (and a fact already

utilized in the proof of Lemma 7) that
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' x+i

/;

h(z)dz

is a bounded function of x. Thus, since h¡(x) ^h(x), it follows from (7.4) that

hh(x) is bounded for all x>a-\-8.

However, hs(x) satisfies the integral equation h¡(x) = b¡(x)+bi*h¡(x), and

so, for x>5 we have

ht(x) ~  I    ht(x — z)bi(z)dz.
J n

Thus, if we assume y»a + 5, so that h¡(x) is bounded in the domain of our

discussion,

sup       hi(x) g ||¿{||     sup     hs(x).

If we choose S>0 small enough to make ||èj|| <1 then it is clear that the last

inequality implies that

sup       h¡(x) g ||Z>ä||     sup     h¡(x),

and hence that h¡(x)—>0 as x—>-f-°°, at an exponential rate. This proves

the theorem.

We can thus conclude that if there is no 5>0 such that A[öä(x)]—>0 then

there is no interval to the right of the origin within which h(x) is bounded.

We have incidentally proved:

Corollary 3.1. If A[ös(x)]—>0 as x—>oo then there is some r¡>0 such that,

as x—>oo,

A[bi(x)} = 0(e-'*).

As a matter of fact one can show that r¡ = 8~1 log (l/||ij||); we leave this

point as an exercise for the interested reader.

8. Proof of Theorem 4. (i) Let us write

/(x) = *(*)/(*)/||*(*)/(*)||,

and d, 5j, c¡ for the mutilations of/corresponding to the mutilations a, b¡, c>

of/. Obviously/(x)—>0 as x—+oo if/(x)-^0. Further, if we write

X = sup j.-rr i
Il*(*)/(*)||

it is clear that | ¿¡\ < X\ c\\ and therefore c\ belongs to any class Lp of which

c\ is a member. Finally we notice that A[èj(x)] ^A[X&a(x)] and so, by

Lemma 3, A[5s(x)]—»0 as x—>oo, for all small 5, provided A[¿>„(x)]—>0 for

some 8. This proves part (i) of Theorem 4.
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(ii) Here we write f(x) = pfi(x)-\-qf2(x) and employ similar notation to

that just adopted in (i). Plainly J(x)—*0 as x-+°o if both /i(x)—»0 and

fi(x)—»0. If cîj£Lp and C2ä£La then it is easy to show c\ÇiLT, where

r=Max (p, q, 2). Finally we note that

A[bi] = ¿   £  (n)prqbu*bVi
n=l r+s=n \ ? /

00

á E   S bu * b2t
n=l r+8=n

= A[bu] * A[b2S].

But, if A[&ij] and A[b2t] belong to 31 then, by Lemma 2, A[6i8]*A[ô2j] be-

longs to 91, and hence A[5¡¡(x)] —»0 as x—»oo. This proves (ii).

(iii) For this part we write f=fi*f2. If both /i and f2 belong to 91 then, by

Lemma 2,/belongs to 91. If 4ä£Lp and cls£.Lq then they both belong to LT,

say, where r=Max(/>, q, 2). Thus 4î/2+c!j/Î also belongs to Lr and there is

therefore an integer m, say, such that (ci„*/2-|-c28*/i)*ro is a bounded function.

But it is clear that cj*^CiS*/2-fc2s*/i, if 8* = 28, so we infer that cjjT is also a

bounded function. Thus c**" belongs to L2, which implies that c¡* belongs to

L2m. Finally we must show that, for some 5>0, A[55(x)]—>0 as x—>«>.

Denote (/i(x)/2+/2(x)/2)*2 by /(x), and denote mutilations of /(x) in an ob-

vious way. Then it is clear that/i(x)/2+/2(x)/2 belongs to ï, by part (i) of

this proof. Thus A[/i(x)/2 4-/2(x)/2] is bounded for all large x. But it is not

difficult to see that A\}(x)}^A\fi(x)/2+f2(x)/2] for all x. Thus A[/(*)] is
bounded for all large x and so, by Theorem 3, A [¿„(x) ]—»0 as x—> oo. However,

/=/i"74+/i*/2/2+/2*2/4, so that 5,(*)/2 £$,(*), and we have A[i,(*)/2]-»0
as x—> oo. We can now appeal to Lemma 3 to infer that A [5„(x) ]—>0 as x—» oo

for all sufficiently small 8. This proves the theorem.

9. Concluding observations. Smith [7] discussed also the behavior of

h(x) as x—»— oo. This is equivalent to supposing pi<Q, instead of í¿i>0, and

still letting x—->+ oo. The only place in our arguments where we have used

that Mi>0 is in the proof of Theorem 1, where we wanted to conclude that if

/. 1+1/2 h(z)dz
¡c-l/2

then g(x)—>/xf1 as x—>+ oo. It is an easy consequence of renewal theory that

if we were to have ah<0 then we would have g(x)—>0 as x—>+°°. The

rest of the proof of Theorem 1 would hold without change and allow us to

conclude that if jui<0 then conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of that theorem are

necessary and sufficient to have fe(x)—>0 as x—>+ °°.

Feller and Orey [4] have recently shown that g(x) is uniformly bounded

and g(x)—->0 as x—>+ x for certain situations in which 8X cannot be defined.
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It should be clear that we can use our results here also, to conclude that for

densities f(x) associated with distributions of the kind envisaged by Feller

and Orey, the conditions we give are still necessary and sufficient for the

convergence of the renewal density.

In conclusion we make the following observation. If F(x) is the distribu-

tion function associated with the probability density/(x) then we have been

assuming, of course, that P(x) is absolutely continuous. However, it is possible

to prove our theorems assuming that F(x) is absolutely continuous only over

the open interval (0, oo). We can allow F(x) to be singular over (— oo, o].

Admittedly the renewal density function is no longer defined for negative x,

but this need not trouble us. We are only concerned with h(x) for positive x,

and here h(x) remains defined. Perusal of our arguments will show that the

only modification needed is to change the Zi-function ß(x) into a certain

monotone nondecreasing function ^4(x), say, and to change all convolutions

with a(x) into Stieltjes convolutions with ^4(x).
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